M Moser Associates
Global insight, local expertise
At M Moser, we have been designing and building humancentric workplace environments for 40 years. By bringing out
the best in people and their work, we create space for
organizations to transform. We help you uncover potential
and reframe what your workplace should be. As a global
community of strategists, designers and builders, we thrive
on bringing big ideas to life in new ways.
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Years of global experience

Architects, designers,
engineers & strategists

Worldwide
offices

Experience

Staff

People are our priority. Their health, happiness and
performance at work is the key to your success.
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Health & wellness
An office focussed on Health & wellness
improves employees’ wellbeing and
productivity, as well as attracts & retains the
best talent.

10 conceptsof well:

What happens when you sit for too long?
— Calorie burning drops to less than 1 per minute.
— Cardiovascular, endocrine, digestive, reproductive,
respiratory, muscular, skeletal and nervous systems are
negatively affected.
— Prolonged sitting disturbs mood, energy levels and
productivity.
When a space is too loud?
— 66% drop in performance when exposed to
distracting noise.

Air

Thermal Comfort

Water

Nourishment

Light

Movement

Materials

Sound

Mind

Community

Too hot or too cold?
— 4% reduction in performance at

warmer temperature.
— 6% reduction in performance at
cooler temperature.

Employeein a WELLcertifiedspace:

92%

Say WELL had a positive
effect on their health &
wellbeing.

83%

Feel more
productive.

93%

Collaborate
better with
others.
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ESG Reporting and
Beyond
M Moser’s experience is aligned to supports businesses
effectively and efficiently translating many sustainable
metrics and successes into measurable records for ESG
reporting.
M Moser’s Approach to ESG includes but is not
limited to:
Metric analysis | Integrated risk management |
Embodied and operational carbon analysis |Senior
management teams and consultant engagement.
Our focus includes:
• Environmental Action
• Human Focused Impact
• Enhanced Social and Community Engagement
• Business Resiliency
Additionally, as a Women’s Business Enterprise certified
by the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council
(WBENC), and collaborator for the Global Universal
Design Commission (GUDC), M Moser is poised to
support vendor diversity

AWELL workplace
DNB | New York

KeyStrategies
Celebrate and support craft. Design the
workplace to celebrate and support financial
expertise.
Inspire cross functionality. Create a
physical and digital environment to
support differentgroups of people
working together.
Enable leader-led change. The workplace
should allow for flexibility and transparency to
foster organizational agility.

Enable empowerment. Create and
support a culture of empowerment
through the physical and digital
environments
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AWELL workplace
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DNB | New York
Key Features:
WELL v2 includes 10 concepts: Air, Water,
Nourishment, Light, Movement, Thermal
Comfort, Sound, Materials, Mind,
Community.

Each of these concepts are incorporated in
the DNB Hudson Yards Workplace.
Several key features are indicated on the
plan to the right.

DNB
New York, NY | 44,000 SF

2022 NYC CoreNet Awards for Excellence
Project of the Year Winner

DNB | 44,000 SF | New York, NY

DNB | 44,000 SF | New York, NY

A Working Lab for
Innovation, Health &
Inspiration
Our Hong Kong office was been recognized as the 2021 Fitwel Best
in Building Health® Award Winner.
This is on top of seven green certifications awarded to M Moser
Hong Kong in the past year, having received the WELL Platinum,
LEED Gold, RESET Air, BEAM Plus Platinum, and Ocean Champion
Badge certifications – a testament to our mission to prioritize the
physical and mental well-being of staff and visitors, and to
implement sustainable best practices in design.

WELL Platinum
Pre-certified

AIA IR
Merit Award

LEED
CI Gold

Fitwel 3 Star
Benchmarked

M Moser | 11,000 SF | Hong Kong

TOS
Champion

RESET
Full CI

Platinum
Certification

A

A welcoming open space

G

To create a green axis, the core wall is opened to
enhance connection

H

B

Exposure to green, urban view

Combining greenery & natural light

Infused with the dynamism and energy of the workforce, the space
embraces nature to inspire creativity in a vibrant and unique way.
Key features include:
• A welcoming pantry area
• natural, tree centerpieces
• designed-to-suit furniture
• ambient lighting

D

Transparency and light

M Moser | 11,000 SF | Hong Kong
C

51% of furniture materials are reused

K

Meeting room with views to the office and the outside

Fitwel’s 2022 Best in Building
Health Winner
Our work with Citi Tower, One Bay East (OBE) in Hong Kong has
been awarded a Fitwel 2022 Best in Building Health Leadership
Award, following after our Hong Kong office receiving this honor in
2021. The Best in Building Health awards honors those who meet
and exceed Fitwel standards while also recognizing exceptional
leadership and progress in the industry.

Fitwel 3 Star
Benchmarked

WELL Silver

LEED
Platinum

AIA IR
Merit Award

Citi Tower | Hong Kong

RESET

“M Moser’s outstanding performance
will be acknowledged’ again this year as
the
‘Best in Building Health winner…for the
Highest score (in 2020 and) in 2021 for
commercial Interior Space’
“I’d like to personally congratulate you
on your leadership in advancing the
healthy building movement. M Moser
has risen to the challenge …
to create human-centric spaces that
enrich the health and wellbeing of
occupants.”

- CEO, Center for Active Design

